HELPING CHILDREN
COPE WITH DEATH
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he rationale for teaching about
death and dying is simple:
death is a part of life. The
person who cannot grieve is crippled
emotionally, unable to experience and
benefit from the full range of human
emotions. Sylvia Plath (1972). visit
ing her father's grave years after his
death, couldn't understand why she
was crying so hard.
Then I remembered that I had never
cried for my father's death. My mother
hadn't cried either. She had just smiled
and said what a merciful thing it was for
him he had died, because if he had lived,
he would have been crippled and an in
valid for life, and he couldn't have stood
that, he would rather have died than had
that happen (p. 137).

Parents and teachers must
accept death as a natural
function of life in order to teach
children about dying.

Grief is an essential reaction to
loss; to repress grief is to repress
emotional growth. If children are to
grow up to be whole, integrated
adults, they need to learn how to
cope with catastrophe and crisis
(Gorer, 1965) with any loss in their
lives.
It is normal for children to show
curiosity about death; it also seems
natural for parents to ignore their
questions to spare them from pain.
As children internalize their parents'
avoidance behaviors, they learn to
"field questions," "be strong," and
deny their anguish. Unfortunately,
these culturally acceptable responses
are not healthy.
Children and youth need solid in
formation in order to neutralize "the
pornography of death" they see in
movies and on television: the highly
stylized and ritualized brutality, sa
dism, and murder that render life and
death trivial or meaningless. Suscep
tible children who see such impersonal
violence may believe that their own
lives are irrelevant, precisely at an age
when they are searching for meaning
and intimacy (Jackson, 1972). They
need to learn about death in order
to explore the ramifications of such
taboo topics as abortion, suicide,
euthanasia, cryogenics, and triage.
They need to learn how to cope with
catastrophe and crisis whenever they
meet it. Expressing their emotions is
a necessary first step in this coping
process.
Christine L. Roberts is Professor of
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e know much about chil
dren's fears and needs (Nagy,
1948). Understanding the
stages of child development can make
it easier to know when and how to
go about teaching children the mean
ing of death.
Children under six months of
age are too young to understand
death. However, bonding an early,
warm, loving relationship with a
parent or surrogate is critical to
babies (Brown, 1978).
Toddlers from one to two years
still have a need for bonding: They
sense and reflect their parents' anxie
ties and recognize separation, which
they react to by crying. Toddlers love
to play "peek-a-boo," which literally
means "alive or dead" in old English
CKastenbaum, 1969), but they still
cannot grasp the concept of death.
For three- to five-year-olds, death
is temporary and reversible; dead
persons or animals will return some
day just as the characters who die on
TV return later in another show. They
believe that the dead can read, eat,
write, and sleep in the grave (Nagy,
1948), and that death happens to
others, not to themselves. They have
no fear of death, injury, or mutilation.
Tots also like to hear nursery rhymes,
even though they contain many mor
bid actions. In fact, in all 200 nursery
rhymes, there are eight allusions to
murder, at least one case of death by
choking, devouring, decapitation, dis
memberment, squeezing, shrivelling,
. starving, boiling, hanging, and drown
ing; 21 other unclassified deaths; five
death threats; and several references
to undertakers, graves, and body
snatching (Baring-Gould, 1962).
From five to nine years, children
fear personification of death skele
tons, werewolves, and ghosts. Sevenyear-olds may pick flowers in a
cemetery, but in a year or two they
will be afraid of graveyards. They
also fear haunted houses, fire, loud
storms, "bad" people such as robbers,
darkness, strange sights, and being
alone (Foster and Headly, 1966).
While they know that the body decays
in death, they believe the spirit still
lives. This is the time to talk openly
about death to clear up misconcep
tions and lessen fears. Children
should come to understand that
everything that lives must die, that
dead plants cannot grow, and dead

young. Guntzelman (1975) calls
America "the most death-denying
culture of all time."
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flies won't fly away anymore. They
should be able to cope with accom
panying an adult on a visit to a rela
tive's grave or bury a dead pet with
dignity. They should also be taught
to respect varied religious definitions
of death (an end, a mystery, a step
ping stone to an afterlife).
From ten years of age and up,
children can understand and accept
a mature, realistic explanation of
death as final and inevitable. They
may want to refuse to believe that
they themselves are mortal, and they
may cover up any feelings of incom
petence (Jackson, 1972). Around the
age of 14, many children abandon
their belief in spiritual immortality,
and they are more apt to be aware
of death around them. Children over
ten should be taught that (1) it is
normal to feel sad, angry, and lonely
when a favorite pet, relative, or friend
dies; (2) it is all right to talk and cry
openly over a death; (3) both the
dying person and the living need to
say goodbye to each other; and (4)
life is precious and should be pre
served. It's also not too early to teach
children that alcohol and drug abuse,
pollution, starvation, and disease are
all forms of slow death to be avoided.
By the time children reach their
mid and upper teens, t hey are able
to understand the issues of death,
such as war abortion, suicide, mur
der, slavery, child abuse, and rapeThey can deal emotionally with hos
pitals and nursing homes, battlefields,
or war museums. Most important,
they can evaluate on their own the
language and subliminal messages of
advertising, which persuade them to
think young, look young, and stay

ubler-Ross (1969) describes
five stages through which peo
ple must pass when confronted
with death, either their own or an
other's. These stages were recently
dramatized in the movie A ll That
Jazz. They may differ in length and
intensity, and a person may regress
to an earlier stage before progressing
to the next or appear to be in two
stages simultaneously. To block or
repress emotions felt in any of the
stages is unhealthy.
Stage 1 denial and isolation.
"Oh no, not me! This can't be true!"
The person who is dying or the person
who faces the death of a loved one
temporarily permits the psyche to
collect itself and mobilize defenses.
Stage 2 anger. "Why me? Why
not somebody else?" Denial hasn't
worked, so the person feels angry and
displaces and projects the anger to
others.
Stage 3 bargaining. "Just let
me live until the baby comes." Denial
and anger have both been ineffective,
so the next step is to bargain with the
purveyor of misfortune for a little
more time usually in exchange for
good behavior.
Stage 4 depression. This comes
as a reaction to the realistic sense of
loss, including feelings of guilt and
shame for failing to function ade
quately. It is painful for mourners,
but it is worse for the dying person
who now realizes everything will be
lost.
Stage 5 acceptance. As long as
the earlier feelings have been suffi
ciently expressed, the individual will
be able to feel peace, acceptance, and
resignation. Eventually the person
who is to die loses interest in every
thing, grows weak and tired, and
desires only to remain undisturbed or
with one or two loved ones.
These stages are recognizable in
anyone who has faced a traumatic
disappointment from death to loss
of a job, divorce, or failure to get a
promotion. Learning to face loss and
disappointment is an important devel
opmental task in the wholesome inte
gration of personality. Older children,
as well as adults, can recognize them
and should feel free to pass through
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them unselfconsciously.
There are several ways in which
parents and teachers can make death
seem less unnatural and horrible and
more acceptable to children. In order
to do so, they should first confront
their own anxieties about death and
stop using such euphemisms as
"passed away" for the word "died."
When a hospitalized parent is
obviously dying, family members
should talk freely to the patient and
permit themselves to express grief.
Terminally ill patients can recognize
a conspiracy of silence among family
members who would prefer to avoid
the subject of death ironically, at a
time when the dying individual really
wants to discuss it. Once it becomes
known that the patient is dying, doc
tors visit less often, nurses take longer
to answer calls, and even hospital
volunteers avoid the patient, who by
this time has been moved to a private
room. Often, the hospital's cleaning
staff are the only ones left to linger,
talk, and listen. Yet this is the time
when family members and other
adults need to visit often, listen to the
patient, and talk candidly (Glaser
and Strauss, 1965).
Parents should never send their
children away to avoid a mourning
period; they should permit the chil
dren to hear everything. While they
need to answer all questions honestly,
they should avoid overanswering, as
this betrays anxiety. The child should
understand the cause of death and, if
he or she wishes, participate in the
funeral.
After the funeral parents should
continue to discuss the dead person,
but they should not glamorize death.
One mother whose husband died in
an auto accident told her young son
that "Daddy is up in Heaven now,
and he is very happy (here doing
everything he always wanted to do."
Her young son went outdoors and
deliberately hit his head on a rock
so that he could join his father in that
wonderful place (Doyle, 1972).

T

here is some advice, too, for
parents and families of dying
children. If the child is very
young, the family will need to reassure
him or her that everything possible
will be done to help and that death
is not a punishment for being naughty.
They will need to answer all questions
as they arise. Children as young as 15
months old can sense parents' anxiety,
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especially when it causes the parents'
behavior to fluctuate between frantic
closeness and cool emotional distance.
At first, the child can sense danger
in the frantic closeness; however, per
ceiving the emotional distance, the
child usually reacts with protest, then
despair, and finally total detachment
(Bowlby, 1961). Siblings of the dying
child may suffer hysterical symptoms
enuresis, headache, school phobia,
depression, abdominal pains (Binger
and others, 1969) perhaps because
they feel guilty or rejected by the
parents, who now spend much time
and energy on the dying child.
If that child is a teenager, parents
and family need to understand the
psychology of the adolescent: teen
agers prize their physical powers and
attractiveness and feel guilt and
shame at finding themselves sick and
weak. They may believe their growing
up years were all for nothing, an idea
vividly illustrated by an infant epitaph
found in a British churchyard, "It is
so soon that I am done for; I wonder
what I was begun for." Dying teen
agers may bitterly resent the fun-filled
lives of their peers. They need to
continue to develop their own special
talents and hobbies right up to the
day of their death. In one hospital
where personnel were trained for grief
counseling, a counselor worked with
a despondent teenager named Mi
chael, who had given up on every
thing, including playing his beloved
guitar. The counselor found a sound-
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proof room where Michael taught
guitar classes to other patients and
wrote a rock mass fot four guitars.
The mass, which Michael completed
just a few weeks before his death, was
played at his memorial service
(Doyle, 1972).
Like sex education, death educa
tion takes a long time: it cannot be
taught or learned in a three-day or
three-month unit of study. Death
education begins naturally the first
time the young child sees a dead
bird or plant; it continues when the
child grieves for the death of loved
ones, and it ends with his or her
own death.
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